Growth: Monster has gained 40g in 1 month. Last month’s weight was 1380g and she is now 1420g.

Diet: Monster gets 25mls goat milk 2 times a day plus fresh wild leaves twice a day with access all day to leaves.

Health: Unfortunately, last night Monster started having liquid and gassy diarrhea. Acting immediately we gave her SQ fluids, simethicone and benebac. I also cleaned her butt and reassured her. She never became too lethargic or lost her appetite. I will continue to monitor her 24/7 and keep a very close eye. There is no way to know exactly what happened but a couple of weeks ago we had a dead animal in the water supply on the finca...which would be an obvious suspect!

Behavioral: According to Tom the range of behaviors she exhibits is much more varied than the two-toeds. Observations will continue on her and Locket now that Tom is back from his vacation.

Recent Milestones: She is becoming very bonded to Locket which is great for both of their independence.

Future Goals: Get and keep her healthy! Continue walks in the secret garden. When Ellen and Kermie move out of their current cage, Monster will be beginning the process of moving in there full time!